Advanced Technical Analysis

• Online Live Interactive Session
Course Objective :

Technical Analysis Masterclass: Trading by Technicals

In this course, you’ll learn some advanced tools in technical analysis based trading. This includes how to use Support and Resistance, Trend lines, Channels, Fibonacci numbers, Swings, Candlestick and Chart patterns, Technical tools -Trending tools, momentum tools, volatility and more. You’ll also learn how to trade in trending market and range bound markets as part of successful strategies.

Course Content:

Advanced Technical Indicators
- Trend indicators
- Momentum indicators
- Volatility Indicators
- Volume Indicators and many more

Advanced Analysis of Western Chart Patterns
- Double Top, Double Bottom
- Head and Shoulders Top Bottom
- Flags and Pennants Pattern
-Triangles, Cup and Handle

Advanced discussion on Japanese Candlestick Patterns
- Japanese Candlesticks are a technical analysis tool that traders use to chart and analyze the price movement of securities. We will discuss all important pattern in depth.

Price Action Strategies
- Pin bars
- Inside bars
- Fakey Patterns

Advanced Analysis of Western Chart Patterns
- Double Top, Double Bottom
- Head and Shoulders Top Bottom
- Flags and Pennants Pattern
- Triangles, Cup and Handle

Demand and Supply Zone - Boring and Explosive Candles
- Types of Supply and Demand patterns
- How to draw a supply / demand zone
- Identifying strong supply & demand zones

Introduction to Eliott Wave Theory
- The Elliott Wave Theory is a form of technical analysis that looks for recurrent long-term price patterns in a 8-wave sequence related to persistent changes in investor sentiment and psychology.

Eligibility:

- Basic understanding of Technical Analysis is required for doing this course.
- All associated persons functioning as approved users and sales personnel of the trading member of an equity derivatives exchange or equity derivative segment of a recognized stock exchange.
- Interested students/professionals.
- Investors and traders
- Any other individuals
- RM, SRM, & Dealers who would like to enhance their career opportunities.

Program Schedule:

Program Starts on 25th December 2021

Date and Time: 25th December 2021 | 10:00AM To 02:00PM
26th December 2021 | 10:00AM To 02:00PM
01st January 2022 | 10:00AM To 02:00PM
02nd January 2022 | 10:00AM To 02:00PM
Payment Details:

Payment Link: https://apipg.camspay.com/nseindiaempiricalacademy/event/HOAERV

Fees: Rs. 5,000 + 18% GST
(Rs. 5,900 inclusive of GST)

For more information please Contact Session Coordinator: 9867199347 | 9137180194
Email us: info_business@empiricalacademy.co.in
Whatsapp: https://wa.me/+919137180194

About Empirical Academy:

A Centre of Excellence for Professional Trading Development and Enchase Empirical Academy, the education and training programmes have been specially designed to meet the different needs of individuals and professionals. The education delivery formats such as seminars, courses, and e-Training allow participants to choose their preferred mode of learning and achieve the desired learning outcomes.

Empirical Training Institute offers long term and short term Job Oriented skill development courses with offline and online classes. Our specialization is into Job Oriented Training Courses in Accounts, Banking & Financial Market segments. We offer short term crash courses on Stock Market, Derivatives Market, Commodities & Forex Market, Technical Analysis, Fundamental Analysis, Futures & Options, Options strategy, Equity Research, Investment Advisors, Mutual Funds, Insurance Sector, Banking sector and Tax Saving Instruments etc from basic to advanced. Our specialization is because we have a special focus on Quality Education.

Take a deep dive into the world of financial markets with industry experts to make smart and edge decision for investment in market.
About Faculty:

Prof. Saurabh Jain

Mr. Saurabh Jain is a dynamic and qualified coach. He is a CA, CS, CFPCM, CFA®, CWM®, CTEPTM, FRM®, CCRATM, CIRATM and AIMTM. He is pursuing his Ph.D, LLB, CMT and CAIA to convalesce his passion for teaching. His inimitable style of delivery serves a testimony to the fact that he has trained over 80,000 candidates on this date, spread over the past 15 invigorating years of teaching and mentoring them, for the various diverse finance courses he conducts.

He is also an All-India rank holder and an Honors Diploma-holder in Software engineering as well. He is the coach of most known Financial Planners, Portfolio Managers and Wealth Managers pan-India as he himself is an active trader training more than 100 algo-arbitragers in the stock markets on a daily basis. Presently, he takes sessions for RBI, NISM, SEBI, Income Tax Institute (DTRTI), NSE, BSE, AAFM, Mutual Fund Houses, ICICI and other institutions Kredent and of course the Empirical Academy on Advanced Technical and Fundamental Analysis, Advanced Derivatives, Equity Research, Investment Advisory, Financial Planning, Wealth Management, Algo-trading/HFT, Fintech, Blockchain, Bigdata, Cryptocurrency and Robo-Advisory.
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